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HAND SAMPLES
SKU: SPL0100

At VINAWOOD, we understand the importance of experiencing our
high-quality plywood products firsthand before making a decision.
That's why we offer a convenient sample ordering service that
allows you to explore our diverse range of film faced plywood and
MDO panels with ease.

Choose from a variety of sample sizes, including 10x10 cm, 10x20 cm, and 30x30 cm, to get a better understanding of the texture, finish, and overall
quality of our panels. With samples available for all our top products such as Pro Form, Pro Form High Density, Top Form, Top Form Plus, MDO 1SF
Panel, MDO 1SF Panel with Film Backer - High Density - Purple Color, MDO 2S Panel, and MDO 1S Panel, you'll have the opportunity to make an
informed decision based on your specific needs and preferences.

Ordering samples is a breeze with our user-friendly online system. Simply browse through our products, select the desired sample size, and add it to
your cart. Once you've added all the samples you need, proceed to checkout and complete your order. We'll ship your samples promptly, allowing you
to experience the VINAWOOD difference at your own pace.

By ordering samples from VINAWOOD, you can ensure that you select the perfect plywood solution for your formwork application, saving time, effort,
and resources in the long run. Experience the quality and performance of our products for yourself, and make an informed decision that will contribute
to the success of your construction projects.

Don't hesitate – order your VINAWOOD samples today and discover the perfect plywood solution tailored to your needs.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Sizes Thickness (mm) 15 | 18

Sample Group
Sample Product Name Form Basic | MDO 1S | MDO 1SF | MDO 1SF High Density – Purple | MDO 2S | Pro Form | Pro

Form High Density | Top Form | Top Form Plus
Sample Size 10×10 cm | 10×20 cm | 30×30 cm


